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Abstract
We report results on rapidly building language models for di-

alogue systems. Our base line is a recogniser using a grammar
network. We show that we can almost halve the word error rate
(WER) by combining language models generated from a simple
task grammar with a standard speech corpus and data collected
from the web using a sentence selection algorithm based on rel-
ative perplexity. This model compares very well to a language
model using “in-domain” data from a Wizard Of Oz (WOZ) col-
lection. We strongly advocate the use of statistical language mod-
els (SLMs) in speech recognisers for dialogue systems and show
that costly WOZ data collections are not necessary to build SLMs.
Index Terms: dialogue systems, speech recognition, language
models, grammar.

1. Introduction
Poor speech recognition performance is often described as the sin-
gle most important factor prohibiting the wider use of spoken dia-
logue systems. In this investigation we will show how error rates
can be reduced with minimal effort using very simple techniques.
The domain of our dialogue system is a tourist information task,
in which the user can ask for information about hotels, bars and
restaurants in an invented town. The task language is English.

Many dialogue systems use recognition grammars instead of
statistical language models (SLMs) [1]. We will compare this
standard approach with using SLMs that are trained from an ar-
tificial corpus which was generated by a recognition grammar
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Collecting “in-domain” data under a Wizard Of
Oz (WOZ) paradigm or a similar collection framework is regarded
as the best way to get good training material for language models.
We compare our grammar generated SLMs with SLMs trained on
such an “in-domain” corpus. In a third series of experimentswe
interpolate our grammar generated SLMs with “in-domain” data
and a standard speech corpus. Finally we describe a sentencese-
lection algorithm and apply it to a standard speech corpus and a
corpus that was collected from the Internet.

2. Experimental setup
2.1. Collection of “Example” Utterances

Although we want to minimise our efforts we still need a small
corpus for training and testing. We asked 9 co-researchers who
were familiar with the task to submit a set of 10 “example” inter-
actions with the system and a number of more advanced dialogues.
These user utterances were recorded by at least two people. The
data was divided into a test set and a training set (see table 1). It
was taken care that the sets did not overlap. The training setwas

Table 1:“Example” interactions of training and test set.
Training Test

prompt sets 5 4
male / female users 10 / 6 7 / 2
native / non-native 12 / 4 5 / 4

sentences 1500 700
Words 7000 4000

mostly used as held out data for interpolation, selection ofthe best
model and other purposes. The test set was used for all the test
runs done in the tourist information domain.

2.2. Generation and recognition grammar

A simple HTK grammar was written consisting of around 80 rules
in extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF). The grammar was used
in two ways: Firstly it was converted into a word network (16996
nodes and 40776 transitions) to be used in the recogniser. Sec-
ondly a corpus of random sentences was generated from the gram-
mar. The task grammar was structured in the following way:

1. Task specific semantic concepts (prices, hotel names ... )
2. General concepts (local relations, numbers, dates, ... )
3. Query predicates (Want, Find, Exists, Select, ... )
4. Basic phrases (Yes, No, DontMind, Grumble, ... )
5. List of sub-grammars for user answers to all prompts.
6. Main Grammar.

This structure makes it easy to debug the grammar and re-use rules.
In future experiments it would be easy to create system statede-
pended corpora for language model training. The grammar is over-
generating, allowing some utterances which are not proper English
sentences, or which do not make sense semantically.

2.3. Acoustic models

All experiments were carried out on the test set as specified in table
1, using the trigram decoder in the Application Toolkit for HTK
(ATK) [7] for speech recognition. For the acoustic models the
WSJCAM0 word internal triphone models1 distributed with ATK
were used. These models were adapted to a development set us-
ing Maximum A-Priori (MAP) adaptation and a HLDA transform
(heteroscedastic linear discriminant analysis plus tertiary deriva-
tives) was added to the system. The adaptation set included all
user utterances of the SACTI data collection2 (see sect. 3.2) and
the training set as specified in table 1. The acoustic models used

192 speakers of British English, 7900 read sentences, 130k words
243 users, 3000 sentences, 20k words



throughout all following experiments in the tourist information do-
main were fixed; only the language models were changed.

3. Experiments
In this section we train language models on corpora that weregen-
erated by grammars. These artificial corpora have slightly differ-
ent properties compared to natural language data. This can cause
problems for some smoothing techniques that use counts-of-counts
statistics to estimate unseen events. Usually the number ofevents
that occur 1 to 7 times are of practical importance. If a gram-
mar does not produce n-gram events with low numbers of occur-
rence, Good-Turing, Katz discounting and Kneser-Ney smoothing
are problematic. In the literature modified Kneser-Ney smoothing
is regarded as one of the best smoothing methods [8]. We there-
fore used it where robust counts-of-counts statistics wereavailable.
Otherwise Witten-Bell smoothing was used, which does not rely
on count-of-counts statistics at all.

3.1. Grammar networks vs. statistical language models

In the first experiment we compared the performance of a grammar
network with a SLM. A simple generation grammar (as explained
in section 2.2) was compiled into a recognition network and used
as a language model in the speech recogniser. This system yielded
an error rate of 40.4%.

In a second recognition experiment the HTK-random sentence
generator [9] was used to generate a corpus. This tool walks
through the network from left to right. On each branching point
it makes a random decision on which path to follow. With this
method it is possible to generate corpora of different sizesand see
which is best suited for language model training. Not every sen-
tence of a corpus will be generated, but statistical n-gram language
models are good in generalising over unseen events.

Figure 1: Recognition results for different numbers of grammar
generated sentences of the simple tourist information grammar.
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Word error rate (WER) results for different sizes of training
data are displayed in Figure 1. The best result of 28.5 was obtained
with a corpus of 30k randomly generated sentences. For small
grammar generated corpora the WER is relatively high. Adding
more training data decreases the WER until it reaches a minimum.
From this point on more data does not help but rather deterio-
rates the model and the WER increases again. The reason for this
could be that the random sentence generator overweights common
n-grams by repeating short sentences more often than long sen-
tences. To fix this problem we removed all duplicate sentences
from the corpora, such that they contained only unique sentences.

Figure 1 shows that for language models generated from thesecor-
pora the WERs are less sensitive to the size of the corpus. With a
WER of 28.7 the best value in this experiment is close to that of
the previous experiment.

Table 2:Word error rates (WER) of a grammar network and SLMs
trained on grammar generated corpora and a WOZ corpus. WERs
of combined SLMs.

Language model WER

Grammar network 40.4
SLM: 30k grammar corpus 28.5
SLM: SACTI WOZ corpus 28.7
SACTI SLM and grammar SLM (10M sent.) 21.2
Fisher SLM and grammar SLM (10M sent.) 22.7

All results for SLMs are considerably better than those for the
grammar network. The best model gives a relative improvement
of 29% over using the grammar.

Reading the graphs in figure 1 from the practical view point
suggests that a grammar written for the purpose of corpus gen-
eration, can be much less precise than a grammar intended to be
used as a recognition network. The grammar developer can save
a lot of time and effort. Trigram SLMs only capture dependencies
that stretch over three words and smooth out many of the unseen
word combinations, whereas a recognition grammar must cover all
possible sentences explicitly.

3.2. “In-domain” language model

In the TALK project a WOZ corpus in the Tourist information do-
main (SACTI) was collected. It contains human-human dialogues
(11122 turns, 147k words) in which the users were given a map
and asked to perform a number of tasks. The major part of the
dialogues was recorded in a ”simulated automated speech recog-
nition (ASR) channel” [10] [11] and a small portion was recorded
as direct conversation. Half of the corpus consists of speech only
dialogues. In the other half an interactive map interface could also
be used along with speech.

We expected this corpus to be quite representative for our task
and built a language model from the transcriptions of the record-
ings. The class trigram model3 was trained on both wizard and user
turns. In table 2 we can see that the WER of 28.7% for this model
is almost identical with that for the grammar generated model.

The problem with this corpus is that it was recorded well be-
fore the dialogue system was defined that was assumed for the col-
lection of the test set. We believe, this is a realistic situation, since
it is very likely that during the development the prompt set or the
strategy used by the dialogue system may change several times.

Given the near-identical WER, it is much faster and cheaper
to adapt a simple grammar than to record and transcribe in-domain
data.

3.3. Combining grammar and “in-domain” language models

The obvious next step is to combine the “in-domain” WOZ cor-
pus and our grammar generated corpora to see if they complement
each other. We used linear interpolation as supported in theSRI

3A class model was used, because not all slot/value pairs thatare pos-
sible in the dialogue system appeared in the corpus (E.g. no user asked for



Figure 2:Recognition results (WER) on the test set and perplexity
(PPL) on the held out set for interpolated SLMs, trained on a WOZ
corpus and on different numbers of grammar generated sentences
of the simple tourist information grammar.
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Language Modelling Toolkit [12]. The interpolation weights were
calculated using the CMU-Cambridge Statistical Language Mod-
elling Toolkit [13]. The outcome of this calculation was that for
all data points the optimal weights of the WOZ SLM was roughly
λ = 0.5. This means that both models contribute to the same de-
gree to the interpolated model. The best result was obtainedfor
an SLM built from the largest corpus containing 10M sentences
(see table 2). As can be seen on the chart of figure 2 the perplex-
ity on the held out set is a good predictor for the test set WER.
Both curves decrease as the grammar based SLM gets trained on
a larger and larger corpus. It seems that interpolation of the gram-
mar corpus with a corpus of natural speech straightens out most of
the artifacts caused by the random generator.

3.4. Interpolating language models derived from a grammar
and a standard corpus

Given that it is rather expensive and tedious to collect a corpus of
WOZ recordings, a lower cost strategy would be to start with lan-
guage models that are built from a grammar generated corpus and
interpolate them with models trained on a standard speech corpus
such as the Fisher corpus [14]. The Fisher corpus contains tran-
scriptions of conversations about different topics. The idea behind
this is that the grammar generated data will contribute in-domain
n-grams and the general corpus will add colloquial phrases.

For reasons of comparison the vocabulary used to build the
Fisher SLM contained all words of the grammar and all words
from the WOZ data collection. This means that n-grams that con-
tain other words were not included in the model. This Fisher SLM
was interpolated with SLMs trained on grammar generated cor-
pora of different sizes. Optimal weights were calculated for each
interpolated model separately. Almost all optimal weightsfor the
Fisher SLM were aroundλ = 0.33. The perplexity curves calcu-
lated on the held out set and the WER of the test set are almost
identical to the graphs in Figure 2 of the previous section. Here
the WER minimum is not at the same point as the perplexity min-
imum, but the difference between the absolute WER minimum of
22.7% and the value that would have been selected based on the
perplexity minimum at the held out set is only 0.25%. Table 2 con-
tains the value that would have been selected using the held out set
perplexity as a decision criterion.

a single room.).

3.5. Sentence selection using perplexity filtering

We collected a corpus of 2.4 M words from the Internet using the
web data collection tools of the university of Washington [15]. We
segmented it into 188,909 sentences. This corpus contains text that
was returned by a search engine when presented with trigramsas
search queries. In this context as well as with the diverse Fisher
corpus it might be rewarding to extract all relevant sentences of
the corpus and give them a higher weight than the remaining sen-
tences. We built a Seed SLM from our 10M grammar generated
sentences and executed sentence selection on the Fisher corpus. In
a second round we used the interpolated Grammar-Fisher SLM as
a seed SLM and executed sentence selection on the web data. For
the sentence selection, we used the following algorithm [16]:

• build a language model from a seed corpusLMSeed

• build a language model from the large corpusLMLarge

• calculatePPRel = PPLMSeed
/PPLMLarge

for each sen-
tence and sort corpus according toPPRel.

• selectn lines with lowestPPRel and build a language
modelLMSelected from them. Do the same with the re-
maining lines.

• interpolateLMSeed, LMSelected andLMNotSelected us-
ing the training part of the “invented dialogues” as detailed
in table 1 to deriveλs.

LMF ilt = (1 − λSel − λNotSel)LMSeed+

+λSelLMSelected + λNotSelLMNotSelected

Table 3:Speech recognition results on the test set.
Language model WER

grammar LM interpolated with Fisher and Web LM 22.0
2 rounds of ppl-filtering 21.5

The first row of table 3 shows the test set WER obtained interpolat-
ing SLMs built from the 10M sentences generated by the grammar,
the Fisher corpus and the web corpus. Interpolating with theweb
corpus gave us a relative improvement of 3%. Applying perplexity
filtering to both the Fisher corpus and the web data improved the
test set WER by another 2% relative. The graph in figure 3 shows
the change in perplexity as the number of selected sentencesin-
creases. After a noisy initial segment4 the perplexity stabilises at
a certain level. It goes down to a minimum and slowly increases
again, as a growing number of sentences are selected. The im-
provements that can be gained by sentence selection are higher in
inhomogeneous corpora. As a number of SLMs built from differ-
ent corpora are interpolated with the Seed LM, the little improve-
ments gained by applying sentence selection to each of them can
add up to a considerable decrease in WER.

4. Discussion of results
We compared speech recognition results using a recognitiongram-
mar with different kinds of statistical language models (SLMs).

4The first part of the graph is very noisy, as all the one-word sentences
like “yes”, “no”, “ok”, ... get very high scores. This leads to quite unnatural
count-of-count statistics such that the selected LMs are effectively broken
in this area.



Figure 3: Perplexity of interpolated SLM calculated on the held
out set.
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All SLMs used in this paper outperformed the recognition gram-
mar network in terms of word error rates (WER) on the test set.
Our best models nearly halved the WER.

A SLM trained on a corpus of 30k sentences generated by a
grammar decreased WER by 29% relative compared to using the
grammar directly as a recognition network. Our results suggest
that a grammar that is written for the purpose of corpus genera-
tion, can be much less precise than a grammar intended to be used
as a recognition network. In a second experiment we compared
the results of the grammar generated SLMs with a SLM trained on
an “in-domain” corpus consisting of transcriptions of Wizard Of
Oz (WOZ) experiments. Both Models had similar performance.
In a third series of experiments we interpolated our grammargen-
erated SLMs with SLMs trained on a standard spontaneous speech
corpus consisting of a large collection of dialogues about different
topics. We gained a further relative improvement in WER of 21%.
However, the absolute performance was not quite as good as that
achieved by interpolating with the Wizard Of Oz SACTI data (22.7
vs 21.2). Finally we introduced a sentence selection algorithm and
applied it to a spontaneous speech corpus and a corpus collected
from the web. Adding these final refinements resulted in a perfor-
mance very close to that obtained using the WOZ data but without
the cost (21.5 vs 21.2).

Overall, we conclude that by using synthetically generated
corpora interpolated with general corpora of real world data, effec-
tive language models can be built for boot-strapping a spoken dia-
logue system without recourse to expensive WOZ data collections.
However, to get the best performance, the real world data needs to
be filtered by a scheme such as the perplexity-based method de-
scribed here.
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